On previous works, we enumerated the prime links with lengths up to 10 and the prime link exteriors with lengths up to 9. In this paper, we make an enumeration of the first 133 closed 3-manifolds which are the 3-manifolds with lengths up to 9 by using the enumeration of the prime link exteriors.
Introduction
In [4] we suggested a method of enumerating the prime links, the prime link exteriors and the closed connected orientable 3-manifolds. The idea is to introduce a well-order on the set of links by embedding it into a well-ordered set of lattice points. The set of these lattice points is further embedded in a set of positive rational numbers in [5] . This well-order also naturally induces a wellorder on the set of prime link exteriors and eventually induces a well-order on the set of closed connected orientable 3-manifolds. By using this method, the first 28, 26 and 26 lattice points of lengths up to 7 corresponding to the prime links, the prime link exteriors and the closed connected orientable 3-manifolds are respectively tabulated without any computer aid in [4] . We enlarged the table of the first 28 lattice points of lengths up to 7 corresponding to the prime links into that of the first 443 lattice points of lengths up to 10 in [7] and enlarged the table of the first 26 lattice points of lengths up to 7 corresponding to the prime link exteriors into that of the first 142 lattice points of lengths up to 9. A tentative goal of this project is to enumerate the lattice points of lengths up to 10 corresponding to the closed connected orientable 3-manifolds by hand to know which invariant is useful in handcalculations. In this paper, we enumerate the first 133 lattice points of lengths up to 9 corresponding to the closed connected orientable 3-manifolds.
Definition of a well-order on the set of links
Let Z be the set of integers, and Z n the product of n copies of Z. We put
We call elements of X lattice points. For a lattice point x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X, we put ℓ(x) = n and call it the length of x. Let |x| and |x| N be the lattice points determined from x by the following formulas:
We define a well-order (called a canonical order [4] ) on X as follows:
Definition 2.1. We define a well-order on Z by 0 < 1 < −1 < 2 < −2 < 3 < −3 < · · · , and for x, y ∈ X we define x < y if we have one of the following conditions (1)-(4):
(2) ℓ(x) = ℓ(y) and |x| N < |y| N by the lexicographic order on the natural number order. (3) |x| N = |y| N and |x| < |y| by the lexicographic order on the natural number order. (4) |x| = |y| and x < y by the lexicographic order on the well-order of Z defined above.
For x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X, we put min|x| = min 15i5n |x i | and max|x| = max 15i5n |x i |.
Let β(x) be the (max|x| + 1)-string braid determined from x by the identity
where we define σ sign(0) |0| = 1. We note that max|x| + 1 is the minimum string number of the braid indicated by the right-hand side of the identity. Let clβ(x) be the closure of the braid β(x). Let L be the set of all links modulo equivalence, where two links are equivalent if there is a (possibly orientationreversing) homeomorphism sending one to the other. Then we have a map clβ : X → L sending x to clβ(x). By Alexander's braiding theorem, the map clβ is surjective. For L ∈ L, we define a map
Then σ is a right inverse of clβ and hence is injective. Now we have a well-order on L by the following definition:
A method of a tabulation of prime links and prime link exteriors
Let L p be the subset of L consisting of the prime links, where we consider that the 2-component trivial link is not prime. We use the injection σ for our method of a tabulation of L p . For k ∈ Z, let k n and −k n be the lattice points determined by
, (x, y) and δ(x) be the lattice points determined by the following formulas:
where
A point of our argument on a tabulation of prime links is to define some transformations between lattice points. We make this definition as follows: Definition 3.1. Let x, y, z, w ∈ X, k, l, n ∈ Z with n > 0 and ε = ±1. An elementary transformation on lattice points is one of the following operations (1)-(12) and their inverses (1) − -(12) − .
(
, where min|x| 2 and min|y| 2.
, where max|x| < k < min|y|, max|z| < k < min|w| and x, y, z or w may be empty.
, where max|x| < k < min|y| and x or y may be empty.
A meaning of the transformations of Definition 3.1 is given by the following lemma (See [4, 7] ): Lemma 3.2. If a lattice point x is transformed into a lattice point y by an elementary transformation, then we have clβ(x) = clβ(y) (modulo a split union of a trivial link for (1), (2), (9)).
The outline of a tabulation of prime links is the following (See [4, 7] for the details): Let ∆ be the subset of X consisting of 0, 1 m for m 2 and (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), where n 4,
, |x n | 2 and
First, we enumerate the lattice points of ∆ under the canonical order and then we omit x ∈ ∆ from the sequence if clβ(x) is a non-prime link or a link which has already appeared in the table of prime links. By using Lemma 3.2, we see that if x is transformed into a smaller one, then x must be removed from the sequence. We can find most of the omittable lattice points in this way. In [7] , we show a table of prime links with lengths up to 10.
Next we enumerate the prime link exteriors with lengths up to 9. Since a knot is determined by its exterior by the Gordon-Luecke Theorem [ from the table in [7] and replacing the rest of the links with their exteriors because the exteriors of the above 14 links have already appeared (See [8] ). So we have the following table of prime link exteriors: 42 < 8 6 < 9 11 < 9 43 < 9 44 < 9 36 < 9 42 < 7 2 < 8 14 < 9 26 < 8 4 < 8 3 3 < 9 3 6 < 9 3 2 < 9 3 8 < 9 45 < 9 32 < 9 3 11 < 8 8 < 9 20 < 9 3 1 < 7 4 < 8 11 < 9 27 < 8 13 < 8 15 < 9 24 < 9 30 < 9 21 < 9 33 < 9 46 < 9 34 < 9 47 < 9 31 < 9 28 < 9 40 < 9 2 11 < 9 17 < 9 22 < 9 Table 1 
A method of a tabulation of 3-manifolds
The exteriors of the prime links in Table 1 are all simple manifolds and hence are hyperbolic or special Seifert manifolds. Thus, the fundamental groups of these prime link exteriors are mutually non-isomorphic (cf. Proposition (4.6) of [4] ), so that the prime links in Table 1 are π-minimal links, where a π-minimal link means a prime link whose fundamental group is the first appearing group up to isomorphisms in the canonical ordered set of prime links. We make a list of closed connected orientable 3-manifolds by constructing a sequence of 3-manifolds obtained by the 0-surgery of the links in Table 1 For each link L, we calculate τ 5 (χ(L, 0)), the 3-manifold invariant of Witten and Reshetikhin-Turaev in Kirby and Melvin's paper [9] : , 0)), where α ≡ β means α = β or α =β for complex values α, β and we say α is equivalent to β. For these manifolds, we compute τ 7 (χ(L, 0)) in [9] :
Since the values for the above three pairs are not equivalent to each other, we have the enumeration of 3-manifolds in Case 1.
We enumerate the manifolds with H 1 (χ(L, 0)) ∼ = Z. The links with this condition are the following:
6 < 8 18 < 8 12 < 9 1 < 8 6 < 9 11 < 9 43 < 9 44 < 9 36 < 9 42 < 7 2 < 8 14 < 9 26 < 8 4 < 9 3 2 < 9 45 < 9 32 < 8 8 < 9 20 < 9 3 1 < 7 4 < 8 11 < 9 27 < 8 13 < 8 15 < 9 24 < 9 30 < 9 3 10 < 9 33 < 9 46 < 9 34 < 9 47 < 9 31 < 9 28 < 9 40 < 9 17 < 9 22 < 9 29 .
We see that χ(6 3 , 0) ∼ = χ(9 [1] . For the second case, we substitute the fifth roots of unity for the Jones polynomials of 9 28 and 9 29 and we have
where ω is any one of the fifth roots of unity. We see that J 9 28 (ω) ̸ = J 9 29 (ω ′ ) for any of the fifth roots of unity ω, ω ′ and we have χ(9 28 , 0) ̸ ∼ = χ(9 29 , 0) by Kirby and Melvin's theorem [9] ,p.530. This completes the enumeration of 3-manifolds in Case 2.
We enumerate the manifolds with H 1 (χ(L, 0) ) ∼ = Z ⊕ Z. The links with this condition are the following: , 0)), by using the following lemma [4, 8] .
Lemma 4.1. Let M, M
′ be closed connected orientable 3-manifolds with 1, 2, . . . , r) .
where C = , q = e 2πi 5 . We note here that some double covering spaces of χ(7 , and we see that the manifolds are different from each other by using Lemma 4.1.
The links with this condition are the following: , 0) from the sequence. This can be shown as follows. We write 8 
with coefficient 0 by the Kirby calculus on a handle slide so that K and ± 1 5 respectively, which are non-isomorphic by [6] , so we distinguish χ(7 We have 5 links with this condition: hold this condition and we see that they are mutually distinct by computing the first homology groups of the three double covering spaces.
